WANTED
★ ★ $500 REWARD ★ ★

Are you the safest lab this side of Kentucky? Prove it!

Complete the checklist below.
Nominate your lab: email timothy.mulliger@louisville.edu by Oct 31
Qualifying labs will be put into a drawing for a $500 VWR giftcard.

- ★ Upload current Chemical Hygiene Plan to BioRAFT lab page
- ★ Upload current chemical inventory to BioRAFT lab page
- ★ Update lab personnel in BioRAFT
- ★ Complete all training requirements in BioRAFT
- ★ Update to new all-hazard door signage
  (https://louisville.edu/dehs/forms/documents/lab-sign-request)

Lab Safety Fair
★ ★
10AM–2PM
Oct 15: CTR Lobby
Oct 17: Bigelow Hall (MITC)

Sponsored by:
UofL DEHS + VWR

Questions?
502-852-6670